
 
 
 

 

 

 

Example content Notes 
For Period Nov 19 – Oct 20 
Review dates / period - Quarterly 
Last updated – Jan 20 
 

The first casualty of war is the plan. 
Things change and so should the plan.  
Put in dates to review, the timing is situational, however quarterly is 
about right in professional services. 

Objective 
Exceed AUM target in 2020  
Make life easier in 2021 by creating an efficient BD process. Build an intermediary base in 
Worcester and Hereford 
Start the process of becoming known in the ‘rural’ sector. 
Build a cross selling process for the client book. 

Personal objectives, a snapshot of what you want to achieve in the 
period. As you can see these are not necessarily SMART objectives, 
(Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic and Timebound) 
however coupled with the financial targets they should be.  

Financial targets 
£15m AUM at 1%  av opening balance value £750k = 20 deals 
£10m AUM at 50% av opening balance value £1m = 20 deals 

There could be another tab ‘Other targets’ which might be soft 
targets or learning objectives, sometimes these come from 
appraisal. 

Resources to business development 
Expenses to £500 per week 
25% of trainee IM time 10 hours p/w 
50% of my time 25 hours per week 

Be clear on resources / budget from the start. If they change, or you 
over / underestimate them, the plan might need updating to reflect 
resources. For example, if you hit the annual target early your time 
might get taken up with client affairs. 

Target Market 
Intermediaries  

Lawyers, Accountants in and around WR and HR who target  
• the rural / agricultural sector  
• matrimonial and probate lawyers. 

Estate management groups 
Relevant real estate agents 

Farm owners and rural businesses directly 

It is clear to us that those who cannot be specific about their target 
market/s invariably fail.  
 
This isn’t a list of all the client types you’ll take on, just the markets / 
intermediaries you are targeting with this plan. 

Methods 
Personal Brand & thought leadership 

Everything around me must look and feel like a caring, competent IM, who 
Inheritors, Divorcees and Landed Estates (rural) will trust. (LinkedIn, press articles, 
FB, events attended, Instagram, must dovetail with this persona) 
Plus ‘One Big Sponsor Me’ for a rural charity for children per year. £1.5k-£5k raised 

Lead generation 
Events ; from YF to Worcester Show, HR Country Fair and ALL intermediary events 
minimum of 1+ per week 
LI connections 20 per week 
Intermediary meetings 1 per week. Direct calls to intermediaries and direct (after 
intro letters) 
15 ‘Wealth Plan’ letters / week to farms, estates and rural businesses 

Experiential with top intermediaries 
Editorial twice in 2020. W Life, FW, NFU,  

This is your statement of intent for methods, the detail is written 
into your monthly/quarterly plan, normally an excel.  
 
Typically, professional service superstars always: 
 
• Include detailed consideration around their personal brand 
• Have eye watering activity targets 
• Experiment with a portfolio of routes to their target market 
•  “Go where their clients go” A direct quote from a client 

explaining the expense of going to MiPiM 

Key objectives and reporting 
Quarterly AUM £4m and £2.5m respectively 
Face to face ‘new’ intermediary meetings – 4 per month 
Face to Face new business meetings – 6 per month 
Touch every intermediary every three weeks 
Leads will come from: 
Event attendance – 6 per month 

• 1,500 relevant LI connections by June 2020. 50 per month. 
• 1 blog and 1 post per month 
• Cold calls per month to create 4 intermediary meetings 
• 200 cold calls per month direct for 4 meetings.  
• 60 ‘Wealth Plan’ letters / month 

Plus 
Build and test cross selling process by March 2020 
Prospect database optimised for sales (by March 2020) 
 

You need to be accountable to someone; your manager, coach, 
partner etc. Those that only make themselves responsible to 
themselves, are exposed to the avoidable risk of plausible excuse 
 
You will see that this example plan has key reporting objectives that 
are in the main ‘performance’ based.  
 
The ‘learning’ based objective is ‘Build and test a cross selling 
process’.  
 
 

PLAYBOOK  2020 

Business Development Plan 
A one-page plan kept wherever you will see it daily / weekly. Please note this is not the daily, weekly, monthly tactical plan. 
This is your: sense check, conscience, motivation, statement of intent, easily reached and often seen reminder. 


